
 

The Park Proposal to Build: Frequently Asked Questions 
 

What would a feasibility study entail? 

A preliminary feasibility study would address the following issues: 

 Determining the development parameters to guide the discussions (these include the 

% of the park to lease to a developer/owner; street(s) where sightlines would need to 

be maintained; our agreement that the ‘sanctuary’ would need to be maintained on a 

portion of the park; that the building would need to provide facilities open to the 

larger community, etc.); 

 Discussions with architectural/planning/civil engineering firm to determine the basic 

footprint and schematic design for a building as it relates to the existing park and 

church; 

 Permissions from authorities at the Archdiocese of Baltimore, Maryland Historic 

Trust, Department of Housing and Community Development, Baltimore City 

Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation (CHAP), and other city 

departments. It would also include consultation with the Mayor’s Office for Homeless 

Services, City Council President and Councilman, and others.  

 Discussions/preliminary negotiations with potential developers and service providers 

to determine a likely funding formula for building, services to be provided and their 

funding; 

All these ducks would have to line up for us to proceed. These plans would be submitted to 

the Parish Council for approval. The success of these efforts would make the plan feasible.  

If Parish Council approves, the serious work begins: 

 Subdividing the park for long-term lease; 

 Nailing down developer commitment to (1) assume financial risk of the project and 

(2) raise the construction funds; 

 Nailing down service provider commitment to work daily with residents and assure 

itself of sufficient operating dollars to provide these services (e.g., Medicare waivers).  

 
 
  



Why can’t we build somewhere else? 

This was a popular solution at the Town Meeting. It must be kept in mind that the charge 

to the Ad Hoc Committee was to propose management solutions for the park, not address 

homelessness in the city. The decision (after the feasibility study) before the Parish 

Council will be simply to build or not to build in the park.  Building elsewhere is 

attractive because it feels like we will be doing something positive while keeping the 

park. But the Ad Hoc Committee was tasked with identifying management options for 

our park.  

 
If we can’t manage the park, how are we to manage a building and services? 

The plan is very clear about partnering with others to build, raise capital, and manage. 

We cannot manage the park effectively now because we do not have and cannot provide 

a 24/7 presence. Building in the park gives it a 24/7 presence.  

What happens if the developer/manager backs out after a few years?  

This project is only feasible with the investment of public funds and foundation support.  

Any public support - be it federal through HUD, the State of Maryland Department of 

Housing or Department of Mental Health and Hygiene or Baltimore City - would come 

with ongoing use restrictions, generally for 30 years.  If the chosen developer is able to 

secure Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) the restrictions are in place for 40 

years. Public funds and LIHTC support require (backed by the IRS) that the property is 

closely monitored for duration of the use restrictions. 

If we were to lose the participation of our chosen developer/owner we would need to seek 

another entity to step into that role.  We would have the benefit of the public bodies in 

this search as they would be invested in maintaining the use of the building based on the 

initial purpose.  Our lease agreement with the developer/ owner would be written to limit 

the financial exposure of the parish in the unlikely event that the operations temporarily 

cease.  In this case the problem would be the presence of a vacant building. 

The development of this building would ONLY be feasible if the developer were able to 

secure Project Based Section 8 Certificates, tying the subsidy to the building rather than 

the tenants.  This subsidy agreement would be with the Housing Authority of Baltimore 

City and their subsidy contracts (HAP) run for 20 years.      

What happens if the service provider backs out? 

As with the developer/owner of the building it would be critical for the parish to be 

intimately involved in the selection of the social service provider.  There are many well 

established non-profit providers of services to homeless individuals in Baltimore.  Many 

of these organizations have long track records of success (Catholic Charities, St. Vincent 

de Paul of Baltimore, Health Care for the Homeless and others).  The most critical issue 

is their ability to support the services through Medicaid and other insurance billing.     

 

 


